BURNHAM/ANTHONY MATH & SCIENCE ACADEMY STUDENT EXPECTATIONS MATRIX

“The Falcon Four—
Four—The Way To Be”
Be”
Expectation

Be
Safe

Be
Respectful

Classroom

Hallway

Cafeteria

-I stay in my assigned
seat
-I ask permission
-I use materials and
equipment properly
-I keep my hands,
feet, and objects to
my self
-I don’t fight
-I use all tech
equipment gently
and appropriately
-I practice
Internet safety

-I walk on the
correct side of the
hall in a single line
-I don’t push,
bump, shove, or cut
in line
-I go directly to
my destination

-I stay seated
unless given
permission
-I immediately
inform an adult
about spills
-I eat only the
food that is mine
-I wait my turn
-I place trash in
trash bins

-I appreciate
differences
-I listen when
others are speaking
-I follow the
directions given
by the adult in
charge
-I value the
learning of others
by not disrupting
-I use kinds words
rather than putdowns
-I use an appropriate
voice level
-I respect the
belongings of the
school and others
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others how I
want to be treated

-I am considerate
of classes in
progress
-I walk quietly
-I maintain my
personal space
-I walk without
touching displays
and the walls
-I don’t have open
food and drinks
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others
how I want to be
treated

-I use manners by
saying “please” and
“thank you”
-I practice good
table manners
-I follow the
directions given
by the adults in
charge
-I use an
appropriate voice
level
-I am considerate
of others sitting
around me
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others how
I want to be treated

Bathroom

Bus

Outdoor Grounds

Arrival &
Dismissal

-I don’t play
around in the
restroom
-I wash my hands
with soap & water
-I throw away
my trash in trash
can

-I am on time
-I keep my hands,
feet, and objects
to my self
-I stay in my
seat
-I wear my
seatbelt
-I don’t
horseplay or fight
-I keep aisles clear

-I stay in approved
areas only
-I don’t throw items
-I listen for
directions and whistles
-I keep my hands,
feet, and objects to
my self
-I don’t push, shove,
or kick
-I look both ways
before crossing
streets

-I give others
privacy
-I respect the
property of the
school
-I clean up after my
self
-I take care of my
environment
-I don’t vandalize
school property
-I treat others how
I want to be treated

-I use appropriate
language
-I use an
appropriate voice
level
-I follow the
instructions of the
bus driver
-I respect school
property
-I am an active
listener
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others
how I want to be
treated

-I invite others
to join me in play
-I play fair
-I apologize for
accidents
-I encourage
others rather than
putting them down
-I share any
school equipment
-I demonstrate
good sportsmanship
-I follow the
directions given
by the adults in
charge
-I use an appropriate
voice level
-I take care of my
environment
-I don’t vandalize
-I treat others
how I want to be
treated

-I have my
guardian write a
note/call to
change
transportation
arrangements
-I stay on the
sidewalks
-I report a strange
occurrence
-I listen to the
adult in charge
-I walk directly
to/from school
without any stops
-I enter and exit
the building quietly
and orderly at the
appropriate doors
-I follow the
directions given
by the adults in
charge
-I use an
appropriate voice
level
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others how
I want to be
treated

Assemblies &
Field Trips
-I enter and
exit in an orderly
manner
-I remain
seated, keeping
aisles clear
-I stay with
my group or
assigned partner
-I follow
directions

-I remain focused
on the speaker or
guest by not
talking with my
friends
-I sit facing
forward with my
hands and feet to
my self
-I applaud
appropriately
-I follow the
directions given
by the adults in
charge
-I use an appropriate
voice level
-I use kind words and
actions
-I take care of my
environment
-I treat others
how I want to be
treated

Be Responsible

Be
Your Best

-I think before I
speak or act
-I respond to
questions when asked
and participate
-I take care of my
textbooks
-I come to class
prepared with
needed supplies
-I come to school on
time
-I attend school
every day
-I use a planner to
keep me organized
-I turn in absence
notes & completed
assignments on time
-I make good choices
-I use all tech
equipment
appropriately
-I am accountable for
my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I use time wisely
-I study and
complete all
assigned homework
-I don’t waste
paper & resources
-I do my best
work at all times
-I seek improvement
and challenge my self
-I am an active
listener
-I work with integrity
-I practice good
hygiene

-I stay with my
class/group
-I have a pass
with me
-I return to class
promptly

-I only take the
food that I plan to
eat
-I avoid spills on
the serving line by
carefully placing
items on my tray
-I keep my space
and
table clean
-I help others

-I report any
problems
-I flush the toilet
after I have used it
-I throw out my
trash

-I make good
choices
-I pay attention to
safety standards
-I take all of my
belongings when
exiting the bus
-I go directly
home or to school
-I follow the
instructions of the
bus driver

-I use the equipment
appropriately
-I clean up after
myself and don’t litter
on school grounds
-I don’t engage in
graffiti
-I try to be an
effective problem
solver
-I return all
equipment that I use
-I dress appropriately
for the weather
-I line up quickly
-I walk away from
fights

-I go directly to
my destination
-I carry items
appropriately
-I turn off all cell
phones, music
players, and nonapproved electronic
devices and keep
them out of sight
-I use appropriate
and non-offensive
language
-I walk instead of
run
-I act
appropriately

-I pick up after
myself
-I am accountable
for my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I use time wisely
-I make healthy
eating choices
-I assist my
neighbor
-I take turns
-I Reduce, Reuse, &
Recycle

-I conserve paper
and water
-I use the restroom
only when I need to
-I use the restroom
quickly, returning to
class promptly
-I respect my
environment

-I am accountable
for my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I stay seated in
one place until
exiting the bus
-I use appropriate
and non-offensive
language
-I don’t vandalize
or damage the bus

-I show good
sportsmanship
-I keep our campus
clean by cleaning up
even when others don’t
-I am accountable for
my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I treat others how I
want to be treated

-I know how I am
supposed to get
home from school
each day
-I know what clubs
& extra-curricular
activities I am
enrolled in
-I turn in all notes
to my teacher
about
transportation
-I listen closely
for announcements
about dismissal or
transportation
-I don’t leave
school until
dismissed
-I come to school
neatly wearing the
required school
uniform
-I go directly to
my destination
-I am accountable
for my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I use time wisely
-I use kind words &
actions

-I use the
restroom prior
to the event
-I behave so that
everyone can
enjoy the event
-I am attentive
-I applaud to show
my appreciation &
enjoyment
-I show school
spirit
-I dress
appropriately
-I recognize the
privilege of
attending

-I am accountable for
my actions
-I resolve conflicts
with maturity
-I am a good
representative of
the school
-I refrain from
silliness
-I think before I act
or speak
-I show good
character & integrity
-I practice proper
social skills

